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Lecture 2 (2018.10.26): Prairie House
partis pris:
Romantic Hero: elevating society through their innovations and vision.
Study of Elimination: reduction to a minimum of only the essential, elimination of the insignificant.
Dissolving Clear Division: cannot tell where the garden leaves off and the garden begins, between interior and exterior.
Horizontal Line: the line of shelter, the line of freedom, horizontal horizon, ground plane, prairie plain, connect with Earth.
Four Elements: hearth (shrine), roof (broad overhangs), woven screen enclosure (shoji), elevated mound base (platform).
Internal Space: the living going on within the internal space of light and shadow created by the roof, walls, and floor.
“Only in vacuum lay the truly essential. The reality of a room, for instance, is to be found in the vacant space enclosed by
the roof and walls, not in the roof and walls themselves.”
Central Hall: primary living area (jodan-no-ma), flanked by dining area (kon-no-ma) and library/writing area (shosai).
leitmotifs:
Froebel blocks, interlocking combinations, taking to pieces and putting together
standardization, three feet by six feet tatami mats
diagonal perspective, projecting cantilever, corner entry, corner window
space created between the lines, balance of figure and void
asymmetry, turns and steps, parallel approach
framed axial view, elongated space, combine exterior prairie with interior room
processional unfolding of space, discovery effect, rear approach
primary elongated axis and secondary cross axis
continuous, open space
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